Abstract-Several external indices that use information not present in the dataset were shown to be useful for evaluation of representative based clustering algorithms. However, such supervised measures are not directly useful for construction of better clustering algorithms when class labels are not provided. We propose a method for identifying internal cluster evaluation measures that use only information present in the dataset and are related to given external indices. We utilize these internal measures for the construction of representative based clustering algorithms. Both identification and utilization steps of the proposed method are enabled by use of a component-based clustering algorithm design. Experiments on 432 algorithms using gene expression data sets provide evidence that some internal measures could be used as surrogates for external indices proposed in the literature. Moreover, the obtained results suggest that internal measures correlated to selected external indices can guide the algorithms toward significantly better cluster models.
INTRODUCTION
Cluster analysis on DNA microarray data is essential for identifying biologically relevant groups of genes. Many clustering algorithms are often successfully used in clustering of microarray data as single algorithms (e.g. [1] ), as improved algorithms (e.g. [2] ) or as a part of consensus schemas (e.g. [3] ). However, evaluation of cluster models is a difficult task because of the unsupervised nature of clustering [4] .
Internal evaluation measures are usually used for measuring cluster quality after clustering is done. On the other hand, there are algorithms that optimize internal measures during algorithm execution (e.g. K-means optimizes intra-cluster distance), however their quality is measured with another internal measure (e.g. using Silhouette index). As an alternative, it was suggested to use an internal measure both for quality evaluation and as the objective function for clustering [5] . It was observed that this may be possible when the objective function captures what is desirable in a particular application and there is a feasible algorithm for finding optimal clustering. Such algorithms can be designed, but the problem is that users usually do not know precisely what the desired clustering property (internal evaluation) for their application area is.
On the other hand, external indices for cluster evaluation can provide objective information on how good the cluster model is according to real classes in data (so called "ground truth" or "golden standard"). The problem is that external indices cannot be optimized during the execution of a clustering algorithm because of the unsupervised nature of the clustering process (true classes are not known in advance). As a step towards the solution for this problem, we propose a method to detect internal measures that are highly correlated to selected external indices, and we suggest a way to utilize these internal measures in representative based clustering algorithms. Both detection and utilization steps are achieved by using a component-based clustering algorithm design [6] together with recently recommended external measure for evaluation of clustering algorithms [7] .
We propose solving this problem and generalizing conclusions by using component based design we produced 432 clustering algorithms that utilize various components for algorithm flexibilities. Analyzing such a large variety of algorithms allowed us to study correlations of internal and external quality measures for a family of representative based algorithms rather than just a few specific algorithms (e.g. K-means).
II. RELATED WORK
One of the most important issues in cluster analysis is the evaluation of clustering results [8] . In recent times there have been many efforts to identify adequate methodologies for using internal and external evaluation measures (e.g. [9] ). Still this is almost always done separately for internal and external evaluation measures. Many proposed algorithms use internal cluster validity measures as explicit objective functions that the clustering algorithms attempt to optimize (e.g. [10] ) and showed very promising results. However, selecting the right objective functions (internal evaluation measures) is a difficult task because of the unsupervised nature of clustering. As a potential solution to this problem the K-star algorithm is used to investigate the correlation between several internal evaluation measures and Fmeasure and concluded that some of them could be used to improve the performance of text clustering algorithms [11] .
Recently, it is suggested by [4] that internal evaluation measures should be evaluated with external indices. They used Kmeans to generate different partitions and compared the best partitions by internal measures to the best partitions by external measures (real partitions).
Our proposal follows to some extent the work [4] [11] . We explore correlation of several internal measures with recently recommended external measures for evaluation of clustering algorithms [7] . Additionally, our aim is to generalize the results over representative based clustering algorithms using componentbased algorithm design.
III. COMPONENT-BASED ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this paper we use the framework for component based design of representative based clustering algorithms [6] to construct a large class of representative-based clustering algorithms. Clustering algorithms used in our study are designed by varying RCs from the following four sub-problems: initializing representatives, measuring distance, updating representatives and evaluating clusters.
Note that here step (d) ("evaluating clusters") is used during the execution of the algorithms (to be explained in Section 3). These algorithms represent the space of algorithms that are formed by reusing parts of various representative-based (k-means like) algorithms from the literature.
In particular, for initialization of cluster representatives we considered six RCs: RANDOM; (XMEANS); (GMEANS); (PCA); (KMEANS++) more detailed description of the RCs is available upon request.
The following four distances (similarities) were considered in this study as RCs: Euclidean distance (EUCLIDEAN); City block distance (CITY); Correlation similarity (CORREL); and Cosine similarity (COSINE).
We used the following three RCs for representatives update: MEAN, MEDIAN and ONLINE.
By combining RCs, original algorithms can be reproduced, but new algorithms can also be created. E.g. the K-means algorithms can be reconstructed as RANDOM-EUCLIDEAN-MEAN-COMPACT. An example of a new algorithm would be PCA-COSINE-ONLINE-SILHOU, that uses PCA to "initialize representatives", COSINE to "measure distance", ONLINE to "update representatives, and SILHOU to "evaluate clusters".
We integrated internal cluster evaluation measures' RCs into algorithms and in that way influenced the retrieved cluster models. These internal measures will be explained in more detail in the following section. By combining RCs from the four aforementioned sub-problems we designed 432 (6*4*3*6) algorithms, which form a space of representative-based cluster algorithms
IV. INTERNAL EVALUATION MEASURES AND EXTERNAL INDICES
Internal measures were developed to evaluate cluster models. However, representative based algorithms usually do not optimize these measures directly. In this research, we integrated internal evaluation measures into the cluster creation process using RC based design. In this way, algorithms were guided by a selected evaluation measure towards a desirable clustering solution. As representative based algorithms are usually optimized in several iterations, and rerun several times to avoid the local optima trap, in our approach after each iteration and at each restart of the clustering process the best model is kept according to a selected internal evaluation measure value. In addition, internal evaluation is also embedded in initialization RCs.
A good review of internal evaluation measures and their correlation can be found in [12] . For the experiments in this paper we used Compactness (COMPACT), XB-index (XB), Connectivity (CONN), Global silhouette index (SILHOU), AIC and BIC External indices for evaluation of clustering results have recently received increasing interest [7] . It has been shown recently that besides metric properties, external indices should also be normalized and adjusted for chance. This is necessary because unadjusted measures give better results as the number of clusters increases (even when the number of constructed clusters is larger than true number of clusters). After exhaustive comparison between different information, the theoretic measure of adjusted mutual information (AMI) is recommended as a general purpose measure for clustering validation and algorithm comparison. This is why we are using this measure in following experiments.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We used four synthetic and six real world gene expression data sets that are drawn from [3] and are used in microarray data analysis, where biological samples are clustered based on gene expression data. Datasets used in this experiment are suggested as representative [3] , and are often used as a benchmark in microarray data analyses (367 citations as of 13.06.2011). They are used because they represent real clusters (identified by experts or generated artificially), they are from the same area of research and are used at [7] where AMI index is proposed as a general purpose clustering evaluation measure. Table 1 shows a summary of datasets for synthetic and real world problems, respectively.
In our experiments, the number of clusters (K) is assumed to be already known and corresponding to the numbers shown at Table 1 . On the lung cancer dataset, however, experts are not yet confident on the true number of clusters but they agree that there are at least four clusters in this dataset. Experiments were conducted using 432 representative algorithms designed with a component based approach (described in Section 2). All algorithms were run until cluster membership didn't change K (number of clusters) times but not more than for 20 iterations. 
A. Correlation of internal measures to AMI
In our experiments, the relation between external and internal measures is analyzed based on statistical correlation. Correlation was computed over 432 component-based clustering algorithms described in Section 2. Using such a large space of clustering algorithms instead of a single fixed clustering algorithm (e.g. Kmeans) greatly improves the generality of the conclusions, since the correlation is measured over a wider class of representativebased algorithms.
To select an appropriate internal evaluation measure (surrogate) for an external index, we investigated the statistical correlation between internal and external indices. The analysis of the correlation between the external index AMI and six internal measures is shown at Table 2 . Table 2 shows that correlation between AMI and internal measures was consistent on all datasets. For all internal measures except Silhouette, lower values are better. For easier interpretation of the results in Table 2 we changed the sign in values that should be minimized. So, in Table 2 negative correlation means that AMI value decreases as the internal measure improves, which makes such an internal measure misleading. We see that considerable correlation exists between AIC/BIC and AMI throughout the datasets. It is also evident that other internal measures showed less correlation to AMI. One exception was the lung cancer dataset, where the connectivity measure looks more related to AMI. However, after closer examination, we saw that for most algorithms on the lung cancer dataset, the AMI index was below 0.5 (also lowering the average, as seen on Fig. 1) , which indicates poor compliance to the predefined "gold standard" desired clustering. This means that the algorithms we explored did not manage to reproduce the desired clustering. As mentioned before, this could be due to the uncertain true number of clusters. After selecting algorithms with AMI above 0.5 on Lung cancer, the correlation to the AIC internal measure (0.82) was greater than to the connectivity measure (0.64).
B. Model selection based on internal evaluation measures
Experiments conducted in Section 5.1 suggested that AIC (along with BIC) is the best suited internal measure for use as a replacement for AMI in absence of true clusters for gene expression data. As AIC and BIC behave similarly, we further analyzed the AIC more thoroughly and set the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis H1: "The AIC internal cluster evaluation measure could be used to guide cluster algorithms, and produce cluster models having significantly better AMI external evaluation index."
In this paper, 432 algorithms used internal cluster evaluation measures during algorithm execution. We divided these algorithms into six groups, each consisting of 72 algorithms, using a specific evaluation measure (model selection) RC, but varying other RC aspects as explained in Section 3. To see whether an internal evaluation measure used during algorithm run can produce significant differences in algorithm performance, we evaluated average AMI values on these groups. Since algorithm performance is strongly dependent on dataset properties, we evaluate algorithms on real world datasets.
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that on most real world datasets, the best or near best average AMI results are obtained in algorithm groups where AIC or BIC were used as cluster evaluation measure (model selection) RCs. On datasets where these two RCs did not give the best results, AMI values were very similar for all algorithms. We used the Wilcoxon paired rank test to see if differences shown on Fig. 1 were significant and not produced by chance, or other sources of variation. Algorithms are compared in pairs where RCs for all sub-problems were the same, and only the "Evaluate clusters" RC was changed (e.g. RANDOM-MEAN-AIC was compared with RANDOM-MEAN-COMPACT). This way the influence of "Evaluate cluster" RCs on algorithm performance is isolated. Table 3 shows that in a number of cases algorithms that were using AIC produced significantly better cluster models as compared to other cluster evaluation RCs (here, * denote significance level 0.05, **0.01, and ***0.001). (Fig. 1) , even if there is no strong correlation to AMI. However, in real world applications (without prior knowledge of real clusters) lack of correlation can produce misleading decisions. The user can not be sure whether a cluster model produced using an internal measure RC, badly correlated to AMI, will produce a real cluster structure (good external index). Strongly correlated internal measures, as AIC, give us confidence of achieving good AMI values, because they behaved consistently throughout the analyzed datasets.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The goal of this study was to identify internal evaluation measures that could be integrated and used during execution of a clustering algorithm to guide the cluster creation process in order to achieve good clustering performance, according to certain external evaluation measures.
The obtained results provide evidence that AIC (or BIC), used as a model selection component, can guide the algorithms toward significantly better cluster models (than other internal evaluation measures), measured by recently suggested AMI index.
This finding should motivate a more explicit optimization of internal measures that could be incorporated in algorithms to further improve produced cluster models. This could be accomplished using various meta-heuristic approaches that optimize any given optimization criteria. With respect to the aforementioned problem, we plan to make deeper analysis and to make the conclusions based on data distributions rather than the application area (gene expression analysis).
